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Abstract— Accurately positioning nodes in wireless sensor networks is very important because the location of
those devices and sensors is a critical input to many higher-level applications used for sensing. Faults
occurring in the sensor nodes are commonly due to the sensor device and the environment which is harsh
where the sensor nodes were deployed and used for data communication. To ensure the networks quality of
service it is necessary for a WSN to be able to detect the faults and actions to be taken to avoid further
degradation of the sensing service. The Extreme goal of this paper is to locate the faulty sensor nodes in the
wireless sensor networks as well as to find trust for other nodes. We have propose an algorithm to deduct
node fault using localized node fault detection and introducing Trust dependability to the non-faulty nodes
for energy efficient data communication. The implementation complexity of this LF algorithm is less and the
probability of correct diagnosis is high even in the presence of large fault sets.
Keywords— Localization; Feedback trust; Global Trust; Direct Trust; Indirect Trust
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensors which are smaller in size consume less power and achieve high transmission rates. By
adopting wireless sensor networks (WSNs), the cost of monitoring systems such as structural and environmental
monitoring systems which are greatly reduced due to the eradication of expensive wiring. The small form factor
of wireless sensors also introduces new applications that require mobility or portability, such as animal tracking
and vehicle tracking. However, small form factors and low costs of sensors also render wireless sensors more
predominant to faults and failures. The applications of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in which they are
widely deployed in many areas such as military surveillance, medical, etc. The WSNs consist of small nodes
which are limited in energy. Those nodes are randomly distributed in the area which is to be sensed and the
communication of nodes in the sensor network is achieved through wireless communication of WSNs. Those
Wireless Sensor Networks belongs to Low Range Wireless Personal Area Network group. A sensor failure is
defined as when a sensor is in irrecoverable state of operation (e.g., not turning on or not responding).In
contrast, a sensor fault is defined as when the sensor is outputting measurements but the measurements are
intermittently or permanently corrupted by some faults. Various forms of sensor faults exist including excessive
noise, drifts, random spikes and non-linearity in the sensor transduction mechanism. As wireless networks
become increasingly prevalent, they make integrating new information into applications possible. Location
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information is one such information that is very important for many applications.
Localization refers to determining the physical position is a template of wireless devices or a sensor node
which can be either static or mobile. we first performed a detailed study on the robustness of a broad array of
localization algorithms to attacks that corrupt signal strength readings. The characterization of the response of
algorithms provides insights to be taken into consideration by system designers when choosing localization
systems for deployment. From the detailed robustness study, we observed that attackers can cause large
localization errors using simple techniques.
II. RELATED WORK
Node fault has been detected using the Pair wise linear relation but there are some errors like noise and
small fluctuations that doesn’t match with the filter designed for detecting spike fault. Also it is not determined
that the fault that has been occurred is due to spike voltage or due to damaged system. In existing system ARXbased spike fault detection method which does not require the system-input information or the a prior
establishment of reference sensors is used in proposed system for LTI physical systems. The method is based on
pair-wise relationships of sensors, and these relationships are learnt online when the system is functioning
normal. The algorithm gives good performance it only loses part of all its effectiveness under situations where a
pair of sensors which are highly correlated.
Energy efficient lightweight dependable trust system (EETS) for WSNs, which employ clustering
algorithms First uses a trust decision-making scheme is proposed according to the nodes identities and usage
(roles) in the clustered WSNs, which will be suitable for the WSNs because it facilitates energy conservation.
Due to cancelling feedback occurs between cluster members (CM) or between cluster heads (CH), the approach
which can be significantly used to improve efficiency of the system whenever reducing the effect of fault nodes.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
A. Spike fault detection in wireless sensor node
The error of a localization algorithm is defined as the distance that is calculated between the true location
X and the estimated location X1. The Received Signal Strength (RSS) readings collected from these two
wireless sensor nodes. We calculate the performance of our fault detection schemes using detection rates and
receiver operating characteristics. Our experiment results provide strong evidence of effectiveness of fault
detection algorithms with high fault detection rates and low false positive alarm rates. Correspondingly, we
found that most of the fault detection schemes provide qualitatively similar performance.
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION:

n: total number of sensors;



p: probability of failure of a sensor;



k: number of neighbour sensors;



S: set of all the sensors;



N(Si): set of the neighbors of Si;



xi: measurement of Si;



dtij: measurement diff between Si and Sj at time t,



dtij = xti − xtj;

Step 1: Each Sensor Si tests every member of Sj N(Si) to generate test Cij{0,1}
Using the following method:
1. Each Sensor Si, set Cij = 0 and compute dtij;
2.

IF |

3.

Calculate

|

| > 1 THEN
;

|

THEN Cij = 1;
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Step 2: Si generates a tendency value Ti based upon its neighbouring sensors test value:
Cij < ⌈|

|

⌉, where |

1.

IF

2.
3.
4.

THEN
Ti = LG;
ELSE Ti = LF;
Communicate Ti to neighbours;

|

is the number of the Si’s neighboring nodes

Step 3: Compare the number of Si’s LG neighboring nodes with different test results to determine its status:
1.

IF (

2.
3.

)

⌈|

|

⌉ THEN

= GD;
Communicate

to neighbours;

Step 4: For the remaining undetermined sensors do the following steps in parallel for Max d cycles:
1. For i = 1 to n
2. IF Ti = LG or Ti = LF THEN
3.

IF Tj = GD

THEN

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

IF Cji = 0 THEN
Ti = GD;
ELSE Ti = FT;
ELSE repeat
Communicate Ti to neighbours;

Step 5: If ambiguity occurs, then the sensor’s own tendency value determine its status:
1. FOR each Si, IF Tj = Tk = GD
, where j
, and IF Cji
2.
3.

Cki THEN

IF Ti = LG (or LF) THEN
Ti = GD(or FT)

Each node inside the interested area are tested by its neighbors. Test results are either 0 or 1 depending upon the
measurement difference and threshold value. Tendency value Ti is finalized at the third iteration. the analysis
results obtained by applying the Localized Fault Detection Algorithm. Four out of nine sensor nodes in the area
are fault. The other five nodes are good and there is no ambiguity occurring in this example. Each node’s
neighbors with GD tendency value generate the same testing results when they determine the node’s status.
B. Lightweight dependability-enhanced trust calculation
Concept of Trust Values:
In the setup phase, the networks are partitioned into clusters, each with a randomly selected cluster head from
nodes in a created cluster. Each sensor node chooses a random number m lies between 0 or 1. If m<T(n) for
node n, the node becomes a cluster head. This decision is based on the threshold T(n).
The trust relationship is generally expressed as a specific quantitative value. This value can be a real number
between 0 and 1 or an integer between 0 and 100. In this work, we transform this value into an unsigned integer
in the interval between 0 and 10. Although presenting the trust values as a real number or an integer may be
insignificant in traditional networks, this issue is of critical importance for WSNs because of limited memory as
well as transmission and reception power.
C. Intracluster Trust Evaluation
The trust evaluation approach at CMs is given by

⌈(
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i)

CH-to-CM Feedback Trust Calculation:

Suppose in the existence of (n-1) CMs in a cluster. The cluster head will periodically broadcast the
request packets within the cluster. In response, all CMs in the cluster will forward their trust values toward other
CMs Then will maintain these trust values in a matrix, as shown below where is the direct trust of node on given
equation. On the other hand, which means this value is the node’s ratings towards itself. To reduce boasting of,
this value will be discarded by CH during feedback trust aggregation.
ii)

Dependability analysis against malicious attacks:

We analyze the dependability of the LDTS protocol against Faults on a trust management system. In
clustered WSNs, the main attacks from malicious nodes primarily these include two kinds of patterns:
D. Garnished fault and Bad mouth attack
In such a fault situations, malicious nodes behave well and bad alternatively with the aim of remaining
undetected while causing damage. For instance, garnished malicious nodes may suddenly admit to faults as they
accumulate higher trust worth.
As long as obtained feedback is considered, malicious nodes can provide dishonest feedback to frame
good parties and or boost the trust values of malicious nodes that admits to faults. This fault, referred to as the
bad mouthing, is the most straightforward fault. After providing some evidence of the malicious nodes’
objective, we can prove that our trust management system at both CM and CH levels is dependable against
Faults from malicious nodes because this system can detect the malicious behavior and can prevent such nodes
from fulfilling their own objectives.
(

) -⌈

(

|

)⌉

(2)

where the nearest integer denotes the probabilities of binary events
|

(3)

Analyzing (2) and (3) and (4), our feedback aggregation is found to be a lightweight method with some very
simple mathematical formulas, which is suitable for resource-constrained nodes in a large-scale sensor network.
E. Trust model illustration
Each node evaluates trust worth of its neighbor nodes behavior by cross checking those neighbor nodes’
redundant sensing data using its own result by overhearing. The Trust model evaluates the trust worth and each
node maintains the details of neighbor’s behavior with consistent count, inconsistent count, sensing success and
sensing failure. Each node updates neighbor nodes’ behavior table, when valid data, then increment the
consistent count and if not valid, then increment the inconsistent count, since malicious node may inject the
false data. Using sensing success and sensing failure we can find out selfishness and normality of each node,
since malicious nodes may not participate in the detection process as well as regular activity to save power,
which asks the nodes’ behavior.
Trust model also includes the battery power, since less power device may not be used in detection process
and selfishness behavior related the power. From these details we quantify the nodes’ behavior with consistent
factor, Sensing Factor and battery power and also to compute the trust factor and with following trust
quantification process and computation process.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, they evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm through the simulations. In
this results are compared our proposed Localization algorithm with ARX Based algorithm based on four
performance metrics: Packet Delivery Ratio, Throughput, Loss and False alarm rate. The reference network of
our simulations consists of 100 nodes distributed randomly in an area of 50m x 50m. The simulation results and
comparison of the proposed system were executed and analyzed using Network Simulator (ns-2).
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Figure 1: Packet Delivery Ratio

Figure 1 shows the Packet Delivery Ratio performance comparison between Localization algorithm
and ARX Based algorithm WSNs. Compare to the exiting the proposed algorithm has improved Packet Delivery
Ratio.

Figure 2: Throughput

Figure 2 shows the number of nodes are increased, corresponding Throughput is also increased. Compare the
existing and proposed algorithm; the proposed algorithm has improved Throughput.

Figure 3: Loss Percentage

Figure 3 shows the proposed Localization algorithm is having decreased loss compared to the exiting ARX
based algorithm. The number of nodes is increased, corresponding the loss is decreased. The performance
comparison between Localization algorithm and ARX Based algorithm in WSNs. The number of nodes
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increased, the loss is decreased. The proposed algorithm is reduced loss compared to the exiting algorithm.

Figure 5: False Alarm Rate

Figure 4 shows, False alarm rate is increased, but the lifetime is decreased. The proposed algorithm is
improved network lifetime compre than exiting algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use localized fault detection algorithm in wireless sensor networks and we are
establishing trust relation between nodes on the basis of their prior interactions. This is efficient in establishing
trust relations since it only counts on the direct interactions; however, it is lacking supervisors by other nodes.
The mode with an addition of recommendation input part makes the supervisor by other nodes available to build
trust in a more reliable way but less efficient (requiring extra local space for storing the recommendations)
compared to the Localized algorithm. Our simulations result show that the Localized fault detection algorithm
performs best in term of accuracy and Even though signatures bring additional costs, the proposed schemes are
still affordable for WSNs after evaluation. Considering a large WSN, we also performed simulations on the
proposed schemes.
Fault nodes are detected and further requirements and improvements could easily be done since these
coding is mainly structured modular in nature. Improvements can be added by adding new modules of assigning
the trust value calculations for the sensor nodes.
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